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Abstract.

This paper examines a large number of failed queries submitted to a web image search engine, including real
users’ search terms and written requests. The results show that failed image queries have a much higher
specificity than successful queries because users often employ various refined types to specify their queries.
The study explores the refined types further, and finds that failed queries consist of far more conceptual than
perceptual refined types. The widely used content-based image retrieval technique, CBIR, can only deal with
a small proportion of failed queries; hence, appropriate integration of concept-based techniques is desirable.
Based on using the concepts of uniqueness and refinement for categorization, the study also provides a use-
ful discussion on the gaps between image queries and retrieval techniques. The initial results enhance the
understanding of failed queries and suggest possible ways to improve image retrieval systems.
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1. Introduction

Though the design and technology of image databases have been studied extensively, high preci-
sion and robust solutions remain elusive because of limited knowledge about user issues associated
with image retrieval [1]. Existing large-scale image search engines are useful for understanding
problems related to image searching due to their greater variety of image sources and the large num-
ber of users. Several web search engines are now attempting to index publicly accessible image files
and offer image search capabilities [2, 3]. Currently, such search engines provide keyword search
options as in textual information retrieval systems [4]. However, using texts to search images may
not prove successful in every case, especially when the images are not controlled collections and
adequate annotations are not available for searching. It is not unusual for failed queries to occur,
which, in this paper, are defined as searches or users’ submitted written requests that produce zero
hits when no images are found in the collection. For example, in the analysis of the experimental
dataset of a three-month log with over 2.4 million image queries, nearly 19% of the queries were
found to be zero-hit searches. Though substantial efforts have been made by many image retrieval
studies, there has been less discussion concerning failed queries. It would undoubtedly be worth-
while to investigate the characteristics of failed queries before a more effective image retrieval sys-
tem can be developed.
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Image needs and image seeking behaviour have long been major topics of interest in the image
retrieval field. However, most research has focused on specific collections or specific groups of
users [5]. With the rapidly growing image collections available on the web, a larger-scale investiga-
tion to understand real users’ image queries would be of value. So far, only a few related studies
have been conducted, and most of those have focused on analysing textual queries. The results show
that web users tend to input short queries [6–8]. In the author’s previous works [9, 10], it was found
that image queries are much longer than textual queries and also contain more unique searches. This
shows that a higher level of specificity may exist in image queries and explains the higher zero-hit
rate compared to textual queries. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to examine the character-
istics of failed image queries in a large-scale retrieval environment, and to investigate the gaps
between image queries and retrieval techniques through a query analytic model based on the con-
cepts of uniqueness and refinement developed by Enser and McGregor [11]. A ‘query’ is a form of
expression indicating a user’s information need, and is often considered a compromised need when
a user interacts with an information retrieval system [12]. A query analytic model, in other words,
is a framework that can analyse the information needs expressed by users’ queries effectively, and
compare the characteristics of different types of queries. With the aid of such a model, it would be
easier to understand users’ requests and their search patterns. Furthermore, the model may help
identify other problems and difficulties in searching, which would have significant implications
and benefits for the design of an information retrieval system.

In this study, a three-month dataset comprised of over 2 million non-zero hits (defined as suc-
cessful queries in this study), 450,000 zero-hit queries, and nearly 8500 written requests (defined
as failed queries in this study) was compiled from a web image search engine. Basic characteris-
tics like query length and frequency were first analysed and compared. In addition, the top 1000
successful queries and 1000 zero-hit queries were classified into the proposed image query ana-
lytic model, which divides image requests into four dimensions or query types based on unique-
ness/refinement concepts. Using the constant comparative analysis technique, selected failed
queries were investigated and various conceptual and perceptual refined types were identified in
terms of the two distinct areas of concept-based and content-based image retrieval (CBIR) tech-
niques. In this study, the conceptual refined type requires intellectual interpretation or emotive
response, such as time or users’ preferences; while the perceptual refined type indicates direct
visual information about the image, such as colour. The obtained refined types were also verified
by comparing them with image attributes obtained from other related studies. Because of the
prevalence of CBIR techniques, it is worth investigating if such techniques can deal with the vari-
ety of refined types that exist in failed queries. The refined types combined with the proposed
image query analytic model not only allow researchers to observe the difficulties in image search-
ing and the limitations of current image techniques, but may also point to a better design of image
retrieval system.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section contains a review of related
studies on web image users and retrieval technologies. Section 3 considers the research design.
Sections 4, 5, and 6 discuss the results of comparisons between successful and failed query types,
analyses of image refined types, and the gaps between image queries and retrieval techniques,
respectively. The final section contains the author’s concluding remarks.

2. Related studies

2.1. Image retrieval technologies and semantic gaps

Generally, there are two major research areas related to image retrieval, namely keyword-based
(concept-based) image retrieval and content-based image retrieval. Many existing image retrieval
systems are keyword-based and use text-based classification schemes like ICONCLASS and con-
trolled vocabularies like Getty’s Art and Architecture Thesaurus for image description tasks [13].
These subject analysis tools basically attempt to standardize the language used to describe and
search for images. In [1], Rasmussen reviews the literature pertaining to text-based image retrieval
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approaches, which are limited by the high cost and inconsistency of manual indexing, and the fact
that automatic indexing cannot be successful without appropriate texts to accompany the images.
The main alternative to text-based searching of images is referred to as the CBIR technique, which
considers visual attributes like colour, texture, and shape. However, users search for high-level con-
cepts more often than the above low-level features; this is commonly referred to as the semantic
problem [14].

Hare et al. clearly characterize the semantic problem as a hierarchy of levels between the raw
media and full semantics [15], including raw media (images), descriptors (feature-vectors), objects
(prototypical combinations of descriptors), object labels (symbolic names of objects), and semantics
(object relationships and more). There have been many attempts to deal with different levels of the
semantic gap. Among them, automatic image annotation is the most popular research topic, and
most works focus on developing approaches that can capture and add meaningful features to images
(e.g. Hollink et al. [16], Jeon et al. [17], and Srikanth et al. [18]). Features can be texts, words, or
ontologies, and they may be extracted from local or global information using methods based on
information retrieval or artificial intelligence. However, as Hare et al. indicate, current descriptors
are inadequate, and annotations and ontologies are far from rich [15]. There is more work to be done
before an automatic semantic level of image retrieval can be achieved.

2.2. Image user studies and query analysis

Users’ image needs and search behaviour have long been major topics of interest in the field of
image retrieval. Most of the research has focused on specific collections or specific groups of users.
For example, Markey [19], Hastings [20] and Chen [21] explore the use of images related to art his-
tory; Ornager [22] and Markkula and Sormunen [23] examine the use of newspaper image archives;
while Keister [24] analyses medical image queries. Hollink et al. suggest that users prefer general
descriptions to specific or abstract descriptions, and the most frequently used categories are objects,
events, and the relations between objects in an image [25]. Jorgensen and Jorgensen analysed the
search patterns of professional image users. Their results show that unique term searches are less
frequent among this group than among general users, and overall search tactics do not appear effec-
tive and lead to more modifications [26].

A number of studies have used query analysis to understand users’ image needs and search
behaviour, and various features of queries have been identified. Enser and McGregor employ the
properties of uniqueness (unique/non-unique) and the concept of refinement (refined/non-refined)
to map users’ requests [11]. In their study, uniqueness is a key attribute of image queries. In other
words, requests are for unique images (i.e. a specific person, place, or event) or non-unique images
(i.e. a certain type of person, item, or place). They also note that users further refine their queries
based on the attributes of time, location, action, event, or technical specifications. Enser presents
another conceptual framework that divides image retrieval into four models of query and search
modes based on linguistic and visual attributes [27]. Jorgensen identifies three image retrieval tasks
(describing, searching and sorting) and 12 classes of image attributes (literal object, people, people-
related, art historical, colour, visual elements, location, description, abstract concepts,
content/story, external relationships and viewer response) [28]. Fidel assumes that retrieval tasks
may affect search behaviour and describes a continuum of use between a Data Pole and an Object
Pole; i.e. one pole involves the retrieval of images as information, while the other retrieves images
as objects [29]. However, related image user studies have been conducted using mostly written
queries or on a much smaller scale. Little empirical research has examined users’ queries in a web
environment, and it would seem that scarcely any research has focused on failed query analysis.

2.3. Web image retrieval and search behaviour

Despite the large number of images available on the web, image search engines are rare. According to
TASI’s survey [3], image searching is offered by general search engines like Ask Jeeves,3 Google,4 and
Yahoo;5 by specialized image search engines like Picsearch,6 which is devoted to image searching; by
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meta search engines that pass on search requests to more than one search engine; and by collection-
based search engines that index a single image collection or a small number of collections like Corbis,7

Getty Images Creative,8 and Flickr.9 Such image search engines offer similar keyword-based image
search options. Unlike collection-based image search engines, since web images are mostly embedded
in web documents and can be identified by MIME type or file extension, these image search engines
can simply extend their crawling processes to include web images. The main difficulty they encounter
is deciding which features to use for indexing because web images usually lack appropriate accompa-
nying texts. In addition, to improve the relevance of searching, the engines may take advantage of var-
ious techniques, such as the use of weighting mechanisms for indexing and the provision of relevance
feedback based on users’ responses to displayed images. Meanwhile, there have been attempts to build
content-based search engines, but they have been experimental and generally limited to individual
collections like Columbia University’s WebSEEk project10 and IBM’s QBIC11 (Query by Image Content).
Kherfi et al. provide a general discussion on the design and implementation of a web image search
engine, and conclude that more advanced tools are necessary to help users locate needed precise
images in a reasonable time [30].

Since queries are the primary means by which users express their information needs to an infor-
mation retrieval system, query analysis using search engine logs is an important research area [31].
Most previous studies focused on textual queries, which show that web users tend to input short
queries, view few search results, and request diverse contents. Except for Goodrum and Spink, who
analysed 33,149 image queries input to EXCITE [32], few studies have examined users’ image
searching behaviour on the web. The results in [11] indicate that users input very few terms per
query, and that most query terms occur only once. However, at the time of the study, EXCITE was
mainly used for searching textual information and did not provide an image search option. Further
studies tailored to image searching would therefore be useful.

3. Research design

3.1. Datasets

This study used logs from VisionNEXT,12 which once provided the largest image backend search
service for several portals in Asia, e.g. Sina and Netease in China, and PCHome in Taiwan. The col-
lection included over 10 million web thumbnail images crawled from the web, and over 100,000
images manually indexed using broad subject categories and assigned keywords. The engine
allowed users to search by term or browse predefined subject categories of images. If images were
found, the system returned nine thumbnail images per page for users to view and select. Each
thumbnail contained the URL of the image, the URL of the site where it resided, and some infor-
mation about the image. Meanwhile, the system recorded the query and the number of retrieved
results in the successful query log (SUCC). If a query got zero hits, it was recorded in a failed query
log (FAIL), and the system immediately presented an online blank form for users to describe and
submit their requests (RQST). In other words, SUCC and FAIL contained only the search terms and
the number of retrieved results, while RQST comprised search terms and corresponding detailed
descriptions. In addition, the engine implemented a pornographic query filter, which was designed
to filter out queries concerning sexual content. Due to some financial concerns, the company closed
its image search service temporarily. As shown in Table 1, the logs were collected during a three-
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Table 1
Experimental datasets from a web image search engine

Dataset Source (number of queries)

SUCC Successful queries (96,573 distinct query terms with a total frequency of 1,949,929)
FAIL Failed queries (229,239 distinct query terms with a total frequency of 451,699)
RQST Written requests submitted by online request form (8466 requests)



month period from July to September, 2002. The logs contained 325,812 distinct query terms with
a total of 2,401,628 searches, and 8466 written requests.

3.2. Methodology

In this study, a query denotes a query term exactly as it is entered by a user, which can be one or
multiple words in English, or a sequence of characters in Chinese. A failed query is defined as a
query that produces zero hits, though a zero-hit search does not necessarily mean that the search is
a failure; moreover, all failed queries are not necessarily zero-hit searches. As failed or successful
queries judged by zero hits are straightforward, real users’ written requests (RQST) were used to
obtain more contextual clues and achieve better results. Though the log analysis approach is by no
means limited to understanding users’ motivations or deeper needs [33], this study used multiple
datasets to ensure that important characteristics of failed image queries were not missed. In addi-
tion, to avoid using only the VisionNEXT image query log as the experimental set, the contained
queries were also submitted to the Google image search engine. It was found that most of the failed
queries still produced zero hits in Google.

The study first analysed and compared the factual characteristics of successful and failed queries.
The major items for comparison consisted of the query length and the query frequency from SUCC
and FAIL. Next, the top 1000 successful queries and 1000 failed queries were categorized based on
the uniqueness and refinement scheme of Enser and McGregor [11]. This scheme is popular due to
the ease of identifying query types in a general-purpose search environment like the web and its
practicality for examining characteristics or relationships among queries. According to Chen’s study
of the utility of various query categorization models, Enser and McGregor’s categories of unique and
non-unique received high degrees of matching by human reviewers [21]. A possible explanation is
that their study collected queries from real users with real image information needs. As Brown et al.
point out, experts are not a good source of terms preferred by general users; instead, useful terms
should be derived from users themselves [34]. The study, therefore, employed Enser and McGregor’s
scheme to analyse the characteristics of failed image queries.

Subsequently, the study reviewed 1000 selected refined queries from FAIL and 745 from RQST
(manually screened from 8466 requests) to identify possible refined types. As there are two major
image retrieval technologies, i.e. concept-based and content-based techniques, the study analysed
refined types based on two types of attribute, i.e. the conceptual type and the perceptual type. The
selection of refined types was based on grounded theory to establish a baseline characterization of
the image queries. The constant comparative technique developed by Glaser and Strauss [35] has
been used to identify distinctive refined types from raw text terms or requests. Glaser and Strauss
observe that the goal of such a technique is to describe phenomena, and data analysis should con-
tinue until new data does not generate significant changes in the descriptive scheme. This study fol-
lowed the process described in [35] in order to explore the variety of refined types. The derived
refined types were then verified by comparing them with the attributes obtained from other related
studies. Note that the study only provides a glimpse of the variety of failed queries that existed, and
the selected refined types are only suggestive, not conclusive. Based on the above analysis of refined
types and Enser and McGregor’s scheme, the study proposes an analytic model to illustrate and
address the gaps between image queries and current image retrieval techniques.

The categorization tasks, i.e. classifying the queries using the uniqueness/refinement scheme and
refined types obtained by the analysis, were performed by three graduate students with substantial
experience in web surfing and sufficient knowledge of image indexing and retrieval. The difference
between general (non-unique) and specific (or unique) concepts is not always clear. Armitage and
Enser formulated this problem as follows: ‘An entity can always be interpreted into a hierarchy of
related super concepts and sub concepts; […] it may not be obvious at what level one encounters the
property of uniqueness’ [36]. During the categorization process, the judgment about uniqueness is
based on the assumption that the image is a particular occurrence of an entity type, or more specifi-
cally a proper noun. Thus, a query about ‘Mariah Carey’ falls into the unique category, since no other
occurrence of the entity type Person has the same combination of required features. A query about
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‘Female Singers’, therefore, falls into the non-unique category. All of the queries within the experi-
mental set fell into either the unique or non-unique categories, but both classes of queries were sub-
ject to refinement in terms of various attributes. As most queries from FAIL contained only one
concept, they were categorized into one refined type; while each request from RQST was multi-
categorized due to the variety of its refinement. Based on the above principles, each query was cate-
gorized by at least two analysts, and another analyst not previously engaged in the categorization
process made the final decision if inconsistency occurred. As the human analysts may have suffered
from subjectivity, inconsistency, and lack of domain knowledge, they were only involved in classify-
ing queries into appropriate categories. Besides, the purpose of categorization was to observe the vari-
ety of failed queries and the richness of refined types; therefore, the distortion caused by a few invalid
human categorizations would not have seriously affected the accuracy of the experimental results.

4. Comparisons of successful and failed queries

4.1. Methodology

The average length of an image query in Chinese is 3.08 characters (see Table 2). It can be treated as
a word bi-gram or word pair according to the characteristics of the Chinese language. In contrast,
the average length of an English query is 1.40, and it mostly consists of proper nouns like ‘Acer’. It
is obvious that web users type in short queries when searching for both textual information and
visual information. It is also noted that a failed image query is much longer (4.12 characters in
Chinese) than the average length of successful queries (2.83 characters in Chinese), which indicates
a higher level of specificity in failed queries.

4.2. Query frequency

Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of distinct query terms. Unlike failed queries, successful
queries focus on popular topics or certain subject domains. As the top 5% of successful image
queries account for over 80% of the total frequency, it appears that a small percentage of queries
accounts for the largest usage. It is also worth noting that failed searches have a much higher one-
time query rate: 39.53% compared to 2% of successful queries. In fact, the distribution is consider-
ably skewed toward the lower end of the number of failed queries, with a long tail of a few users
submitting a large number of unique queries. Obviously the variety of failed queries is greater in
terms of query frequency than that of successful queries.

4.3. Query types

Based on the concepts of uniqueness and refinement, the top 1000 queries of SUCC and FAIL are
mapped into four categories along two dimensions: unique/non-unique and refined/non-refined.
Figure 2 shows the percentages of the four categories in terms of successful and failed image queries,
which provides a practical way to examine their differences. Most image queries are unique
searches, particularly personal name searches, which indicate a higher level of specificity as men-
tioned. In fact, failed queries have more unique queries (unique/non-refined 78.42% +
unique/refined 8.23% = 86.65%) than those of successful queries (unique/non-refined 75.25% +
unique/refined 1.2% = 76.45%). More noticeably, refined queries occur nearly four times more often
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Table 2
Statistics on the lengths of successful and failed image queries

SUCC FAIL Total

Chinese query 2.83 4.12 3.08
English query 1.36 1.61 1.40 



in failed queries (refined/non-unique 7.5% + refined/unique 8.23% = 15.73%) than in successful
queries (refined/non-unique 2.85% + refined/unique 1.2% = 4.05%). Further investigation of the
refined types may provide insight into the features of queries, which is a valuable source for image
indexing and retrieval.

According to three other studies that used Enser and McGregor’s scheme, i.e. Enser and
McGregor’s study of nearly 2700 requests from the Hulton Deutsch Collection [11], Chen’s study of
requests from 29 art history students [21], and Westman and Oittinen’s study of nine journalistic
work-related users [37], most image queries deal with unique searches, and the percentages of
refined queries are rather high. However, Chen’s study and Westman and Oittinen’s study reported
much higher percentages of non-unique searches. Another study of professional image users’
queries input to a commercial image database by Jorgensen and Jorgensen indicated that unique
term searches are less frequent than earlier research had shown [26]. Their data demonstrates that
certain groups of users may search more on the generic level than on the specific level, which is
rather different from users in a web image search environment. The differences may be attributed to
various factors like the user’s level of expertise, and the system’s characteristics. For example, users
in these studies all have certain image-related knowledge, namely, art history, journalism, and
graphic design/advertising. In contrast, user groups in the general-purpose web environment tend
to be diverse with various levels of image knowledge. Moreover, some professionals, like journal-
ists, are willing to browse through large numbers of thumbnails, only reformulating their queries if
too many images are retrieved [23]. In other words, there are users who prefer browsing/filtering to
keyword searching, and input a more generic level of queries to trigger such a process.

This study also shows that web users normally have a specific request in mind when utilizing a
keyword search, which is obvious from the higher percentage of unique queries and the descriptions
in the written requests. This is in accordance with the findings of Hollink [25], who suggested that
people searching in a keyword-based search engine use more specific terms and less abstract and
perceptual terms than people describing images in a more natural way. A possible explanation is
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Fig. 1. Distribution of query frequency for successful and failed image queries.

Table 3
Successful and failed image query types within the experimen-
tal datasets

Uniqueness 
refinement Non-unique Unique

Non-refined SUCC: 20.70% SUCC: 75.25%
FAIL: 5.85% FAIL: 78.42%

Refined SUCC: 2.85% SUCC: 1.20%
FAIL: 7.50% FAIL: 8.23%



that people who have some experience of web searching are aware that specific terms lead to high
precision results and use them to enhance retrieval effectiveness. In other words, it is easier to get
some images with non-unique or generic queries, while unique or specific queries tend to get zero
hits. Beside the tendency of failed queries to be more unique and specific, they also tend to be more
refined than successful queries. The refiners used to specify image requests are discussed further in
the next section.

5. Refined types of web image queries

Current image indexing and retrieval systems often fail the user because it is extremely difficult to
index images accurately [38, 39]. It is undoubtedly crucial to understand and extract appropriate
image attributes or features for better indexing and retrieval. Besides, the experimental results
show that failed image queries have a much higher specificity, which is often caused by the way
users refine their queries. Therefore, the analysis of refinement is useful for understanding the
characteristics of failed image queries and also for obtaining appropriate image features to enhance
web image retrieval. The study used the constant comparative technique to identify the refined
types from 1000 refined queries selected from FAIL and 745 requests selected from RQST. Further
verification was performed by comparing the results with image attributes reported in previous
related studies.

5.1. Analysis of refined types

As there are concept-based and content-based image retrieval techniques, the study analyses refined
types based on conceptual and perceptual types. This distinction is made by several authors,
although in different forms, such as Keister’s two types of visual and topical queries [24]; Jorgensen’s
three classes of interpretive, perceptual, and reactive attributes [28]; and Hollink’s three levels of non-
visual, perceptual, and conceptual abstraction [25]. In this study, the conceptual refined type requires
intellectual interpretation or emotive response, such as time or users’ preferences; while the percep-
tual refined type indicates direct visual information about an image, such as colour. From Figure 2,
it is obvious that conceptual refined types dominate in both FAIL and RQST (over 92%), which
shows that current automatic image technologies like CBIR may only be able to deal with a small por-
tion of failed image queries (less than 8%). To handle a large number of failed queries using concep-
tual refiners, it is essential to have more details about the refiners before an effective concept-based
web image retrieval system can be developed.
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Tables 4 and 5 list, respectively, the conceptual and perceptual refined types obtained in this
study. The refined types are listed approximately in descending order of the total number of appear-
ances in the reviewed set. The example queries, which were randomly selected from the two datasets,
are shown in the second column. Of the 28 refined types obtained, half of the refiners appear in RQST
and none in FAIL, which shows the diverse nature of failed image queries. Among the 18 conceptual
refined types, ‘Topic’ ranks highest, as narrower, broader, or related concepts are often combined with
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Refined types Examples (with translation into English) 

Topic , (scenic country view, particularly the harvest view of
rice paddy field) 

Genre (cartoon mouse)

Geographic  (Japanese temple) 

*Source (the actor Vin Diesel in movie XXX: State of the 
Union)

*Role , , (Cate Blanchett, the wizard in the Lord of 
the Rings with powerful magic)  

*Content/story Hinet enom e , ,
: ! : ME

too,  (a recent ad of short message service enome by Hinet 
company; there was an actor as a mother wearing black cloth; at the start of the ad, she ran to
say ‘I have heard the short messages from my son 8 times!’; then a bunch of people came to
say ‘Me too!’; I want the photo of the mother) 

*Purpose BMW , , (I need the logo of BMW to design
parking permits for my company)

Time 2000  (2000 Olympic Games)

Emotive  (funny faces)

Language (England captain Beckham at the World Cup)

*Affiliation , (Dr. Chouserved in the Department
of Pediatrics Gastroenterology of Kao-Hsiung Chang-Gong Memorial Hospital) 

Event  (Scene of BBQ in Moon Festival) 

Brand  (airplanes of Eva Air)

Abstract (photos with old-England style or noble atmosphere) 

*Significance  (the most recent and popular news about the Little White Whale)

*System , AND (wish to have more search functions like Boolean 
AND, such as ‘franc AND coin’)

*Negation , .,
(photos of Hawaii, but no appearance of any people) 

*Version , , (Digimon, the newest third series
of cartoon in TTV channel)

Table 4
Conceptual refined types of failed image queries

* Only appeared in RQST, and not in FAIL.



another topic in one request; in contrast, each successful query usually contains only one single con-
cept. ‘Genre’ is the next most frequently used refiner. In the web environment, some genres like ‘car-
toon’, ‘comic’, and ‘animation’ are more popular than others. Though such genres are obvious, the
requests could not retrieve images easily if there were no appropriate annotations or if the requests
were not pre-categorized. As ‘named person’ is a popular category in web image queries, users often
use ‘Source’, ‘Role’, ‘Geographic’, ‘Content (story)’, or ‘Affiliation’ to refine queries related to people.
On the other hand, successful queries usually only contain unique names and lack such contexts. It
is also noted that ‘Source’ and ‘Role’ often appear together, and mostly from users searching for a par-
ticular movie star or soap opera actor. Next is the emotive refiner, which is subjective in nature and
often presented in adjective form. Several emotive states appear frequently, such as ‘cute’, ‘pretty’ and
‘funny’. In addition, ‘Language’ is an important refiner, since users may prefer using their mother
tongue to search topics or names in other languages. After Chinese, the three most frequently used
languages in the experimental datasets are English, Japanese, and Korean. Language barriers or cul-
tural differences are always major concerns in information retrieval research, and the problems are
even more serious in web image retrieval. ‘Time’ and ‘Event’ refiners are frequently reported in stud-
ies. Like ‘Emotive’ refiners, ‘Abstract’ and ‘Significance’ refiners require subjective interpretation; for
example, ‘real’ and ‘very’ can have different meanings. ‘Negation’ or an unwanted feature is chal-
lenging and often requires two steps of information processing; that is, identify a particular object or
instance and then disregard it. Queries with such refiners tend to fail, even if there is textual infor-
mation attached to the image. ‘Brand’ and ‘Version’ are frequently combined with product searches,
which increase the specificity of failed image queries.

With regard to perceptual refined types, the variety is high, but the usage is not that high. Among
the 10 refiners, ‘Object’ ranks the highest. It is also referred to regularly in related studies. A few
refiners are concerned with numeric types of information, such as ‘Quantity’, ‘Size’ and ‘Weight’.
Furthermore, there are different formats of these refiners, for example, ‘large’ can be described log-
ically as primitively large like ‘800 × 600 pixels’ in size. ‘Colour’, ‘Shape’, and ‘Texture’ are com-
monly reported refiners, and they are the major features considered by CBIR techniques. ‘File
format’ is a feature suitable for use as a filter for image retrieval systems. ‘Location’ is often used to
describe the physical relationships among objects in an image, where image object identification
techniques can be applied.
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Refined types Examples (with translation into English) 

*Object , (figure of Indian chief with feather 
head-dress)

*Quantity (all kinds of stationery) 

File Format 3D  (scenic views in 3D animation)

*Size (a very big fish in Mosquito Fish Aquarium) 

Colour (purple feather)

Motion (a dog bathing and eating) 

Shape L  (L-shape sofa) 

Texture (fluffy cute dog)

*Location , (The Dragon and Phoenix Bringing
Auspices and Prosperity, i.e. a dragon on the right, and a phoenix on the left) 

*Weight 15 (a truck of 15 tons) 

Table 5
Perceptual refined types of failed image queries

* Only appeared in RQST, and not in FAIL.



The above discussion only provides a glimpse of the variety of the failed queries that exist, and
it should be noted that the refined types are only suggestive – not conclusive. From the observations
about these refiners, it is clear that users’ needs are diverse and complex. In addition to the inher-
ent difficulties of image interpretation, there are different levels of gaps between users’ requests and
system capabilities, and these prevent users from retrieving images successfully. It would be useful
to have more investigations into such gaps to help enhance future systems. This point will be dis-
cussed further in Section 6.

5.2. Verification of refined types of query

The study further reviewed several existing image typologies to compare the refined types obtained
in this exploratory research [11, 28, 40–43]. Such a comparison may highlight the differences
among various studies and help validate the refiners derived by this study. Except for Panofsky’s
work [40], which focuses on image structure (levels of image meaning), most studies focus on the
classification of image descriptions and requests. In general, there is more consensus about per-
ceptual features, such as colour, texture, and shape. A great deal of variation exists in conceptual
features, ranging from context-free attributes like who, what, when, where to context-dependent
attributes like art historical information. Enser and McGregor’s framework describes how both
unique and non-unique query types may be refined with specifications concerning time, location,
event, or technical attributes [11]. Such specifications can be extended, and this study attempts to
add more refiners to the scheme. There is metadata, like VRA elements,13 which can be useful for
validation. However, many elements are beyond the information contained in an image and need
human analysis. Most refiners identified in this study, such as people-related features, match the
12 classes defined in Jorgensen’s study [28]. Since web users and images are diverse, new attrib-
utes like ‘Language’ and ‘File Format’ emerge. Meanwhile, some context-dependent features, such
as historical information about art, are less obvious. In addition, the datasets in the search task of
Jorgensen’s study have a much higher percentage of perceptual attributes and a lower percentage
of conceptual attributes than those in this study. A possible explanation is that this study covers a
much wider range of users, and also the attributes related to named entities have higher percent-
ages; while perceptual attributes of ‘Object’ and ‘Colour’ in Jorgensen’s study have rather high 
percentages.

Basically, some typologies are meant for indexing, while others focus on searching. Furthermore,
the form of these typologies varies; for example, there are schemes based on topics, levels, or facets.
Variations in form make it difficult to compare the differences and similarities of the categories. As
Hollink [25] indicated, it would be helpful if a combined model could be developed to compare cat-
egories and thereby determine the importance of each category. However, because of the differing
emphases of each framework, such a combined model is still not available. Nevertheless, the above
studies show the variety of image attributes that are responsible for failed queries, which makes
image indexing and retrieval even more challenging.

In summary, failed queries have far more conceptual refiners than perceptual refiners. Moreover,
even when a failed query contains perceptual refiners, it is not a matter of simply identifying prim-
itive features like colour for retrieval. In fact, perceptual refiners seldom appear alone; they are often
accompanied by other types of refiners, for example, ‘fluffy and cute dogs’ contains both ‘Texture’
(‘fluffy’, which is perceptual) and ‘Emotive’ (‘cute’, which is conceptual) refiners. Besides, the vari-
ety inherent in the web environment is much greater than that in a non-web environment; hence,
the ‘Language’ refiner is more important in the former environment than in the latter. In addition,
many users suggest adding retrieval functions, such as Boolean operators and limitations, which are
commonly found in general textual information retrieval systems. This may indicate that web users
tend to use texts to search images. Given the characteristics of failed queries, the web environment,
and the retrieval functions, it is clear that the prevalent CBIR techniques cannot be successful unless
they are combined with concept-based techniques appropriately. The above analysis provides a
basis for further investigation of the difficulties of image searching and the limitations of current
image retrieval techniques.
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6. Discussion on the gaps between image queries and retrieval technologies

As Enser notes, there exist parallel streams of research in image retrieval, namely, concept-based
and content-based streams; however, there is little interaction between researchers and their litera-
ture [44]. Enser argues for the continuing importance of both concept-based and content-based
research in image retrieval, and for the development of hybrid retrieval systems. Based on the above
analysis and investigations of current image retrieval technologies, this study proposes a query ana-
lytic model to identify the gaps between image queries and retrieval techniques. The model (shown
in Figure 3) takes the form of a 4-quadrant (Q1~Q4) based on the refinement/uniqueness features of
image queries and the corresponding image retrieval technologies investigated. Most of the image
queries fit in the Q1 quadrant (unique/non-refined); for example, 78.42% of FAIL and 75.25% of
SUCC fall into this category. The A query set represents queries with a unique name search like
‘Arnold Schwarzenegger’. It is obvious that simply using the CBIR technologies, which focus on per-
ceptual image attributes like colour or shape, cannot fully satisfy such requests. Thus, it is suggested
that adequate image indexing is needed, such as increasing the number of annotations for images by
utilizing automatic image annotation techniques A’. In fact, if the number of images is sufficiently
large, each image may only need to be annotated with one index term based on its most unique
occurrence, which often appears in its filename. The next most requested category is Q2 

(non-unique/non-refined); 5.85% of FAIL and 20.7% of SUCC fall into this category. In Q2, the B
query set represents queries with one broad search topic like ‘governor’. In such cases, if there are
sufficient texts with the images, such as surrounding texts, these requests can be solved to some
degree; thus, using current text information retrieval technologies B is adequate.

In terms of the 80/20 principle, most image requests can be fulfilled using A′ and B′ technologies
for successful and failed queries (84.27% and 95.95% for FAIL and SUCC respectively). However,
15.73% of failed queries still rely on more advanced image retrieval technologies. In Q3 (non-
unique/refined), the C query set contains refined topic searches like ‘Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger’. Since the search topic has been specified by various types of refiners (as discussed
in the previous section), the query must be pre-processed using query processing technologies C′ to
identify the search topic and its refiner. If users are not so demanding about the images requested,
the situation is basically similar to that in Q1 or Q2, i.e. apply A′ or B′ technologies to handle those
pre-processed queries. However, in the last quadrant, Q4 (unique/refined), the D set consists of the
most complex requests in that each one contains multiple topic searches with refiners like ‘Arnold,
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C ’: query processing

C: topic with refiner

D ’ : semantic retrieval

D: unique name
with refiner

Q3

Q2 Q1

Q4

B’: text retrieval A’: image indexing

B: broad topic A: proper noun

Non-unique Unique
Non-refined

Refined

Fig. 3. The image query analytic model proposed in this study. 



in a black suit, kisses his wife at Tuesday night’s celebration of his winning’. In such cases, it is nec-
essary to use both conceptual and perceptual features of the image for effective retrieval; that is
interpretive features of time, place, and action, as well as perceptual features like colour, etc.
Therefore, besides using C′ to pre-process an image query, D′ technologies must be used to under-
stand the semantics of the image.

It is noted that there are other sophisticated models that seek to reflect semantic content more
realistically than Enser and McGregor’s framework or the model proposed in this study. However,
as mentioned earlier, little work has been done to compare and validate various typologies.
Moreover, as Rosch indicates, detailed typologies are only feasible and useful in relatively small
domains [45]. The proposed model is considered more appropriate for the web environment
because of the diversity of images and users. The study expands previous models by adding more
realistic refined types to highlight the gaps between image queries and technologies. Empirical data
from a large number of queries and requests from real users and comparisons with several impor-
tant related studies were also used to enhance the robustness of the proposed model. The approach
provides a basis for identifying query types in a general-purpose search environment. It is practical
for examining the characteristics or relationships among queries, and could form a common basis
for future studies.

7. Conclusion

The number of users searching digital images on the web is growing rapidly. With the increase in
digital image archives opening access to a broader population, it is important to understand users’
image requests and design feasible solutions to deal with the greater variety of needs and uses on a
large scale. This study used a large number of image queries from a real web image search engine to
examine the characteristics of failed image queries. Overall, web users tend to input short queries
when searching images. However, failed queries are much longer, more distinct and unique than
successful queries, which indicates a higher level of variety and specificity. It is also noted that the
specificity of failed queries often results in users refining their queries. The obtained 28 refined
types provide a glimpse of the variety of failed queries, and show that such queries have far more
conceptual than perceptual refined types. This suggests that the prevalent CBIR techniques can only
deal with a small portion of failed queries, and appropriate integration of concept-based techniques
is needed. Since users often request information not provided in the image itself or the information
provided is not in accordance with users’ representations, there are gaps between users’ requests
and retrieval technologies. The study expands the uniqueness/refinement scheme into a general-
purpose image query analytic model. This conceptual model is useful for observing the character-
istics of image queries and investigating the gaps between image queries and retrieval techniques. It
also shows the value of researchers in different domains sharing perspectives and vocabularies to
facilitate further research on image user studies and image retrieval technologies. The study has pro-
vided some exploratory results, but more in-depth analysis, such as the behavioural characteristics
of image searching, is important and therefore worthy of further research.
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Notes

1 http://www.iconclass.nl/
2 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/aat/
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3 http://pictures.ask.com/
4 http://images.google.com/
5 http://images.search.yahoo.com/
6 http://www.picsearch.com
7 http://www.corbis.com/
8 http://creative.gettyimages.com/
9 http://www.flickr.com/

10 http://persia.ee.columbia.edu:8008/
11 http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/
12 https://www.visionnext.com/
13 http://www.vraweb.org/vracore3.htm
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